ABSTRACT Embedding flexibility in engineering systems is a promising way to improve system performance under uncertainty. However, decision-makers are often unclear when and how to exercise flexibility after it has been embedded in a system design. This paper presents an evolutionary rule-based framework to address this challenge. The proposed framework extends the traditional flexibility management framework by automatically calibrating decision rules using an evolutionary algorithm. The calibrated decision rules can be used by decision-makers to adaptively adjust decisions in response to a changing environment. By incorporating a decision rule and evolutionary algorithm, the proposed framework not only helps generate flexible designs in the system design phase, but also provides intuitive guidance for decision-makers to manage flexibility in the system operation phase. To demonstrate its application, the proposed framework is applied to generate and optimize the decision rule of capacity expansion strategy for a waste-to-energy system. The results show that the flexible design that expands capacity based on the decision rule generated by our proposed framework outperforms the design with a fixed capacity expansion plan. These findings demonstrate that the proposed framework can effectively support flexibility management in terms of improving the system's overall expected net present value.
I. INTRODUCTION
Embedding flexibility is an important way to deal with uncertainty in engineering systems and it has been introduced in many engineering systems, such as transportation systems [1] , new energy systems [2] , and real estate [3] . By embedding flexibility, such as deferring capital investment or expanding capacity, engineering systems can easily change and adapt in the face of uncertainty. One example of embedding flexibility is the Health Care Services Corporation building in Chicago [4] . The building consisted of 27 stories in the first development phase, but its design allowed for vertical capacity expansion in the future. By enabling flexibility, it has been shown that decision-makers can capture more upside opportunities (e.g., additional rental income can be generated by expanding capacity) and reduce exposure to downside risks (e.g., less capital investment is required when market conditions are not clear) in an uncertain environment [5] . Compared to traditional fixed designs, flexible design in engineering systems can improve expected lifecycle performance in many industry case studies [6] - [9] .
Motivated by how flexibility can improve system performance, many studies have been conducted to support the design of engineering systems with flexibility. These studies mainly investigate how to devise flexibility strategies at the design stage of an engineering system. Specifically, the existing works focus on four aspects of the flexibility research as shown in Fig. 1 . The first aspect is the baseline design selection, which derives a suitable baseline design for embedding flexibility (e.g., [10] - [12] ). The second aspect is the uncertainty analysis, which strives to analyze key uncertainty drivers and make the uncertainty space more specific to the system of interest (e.g., [13] , [14] ). The third aspect is the flexible design generation, which attempts to provide flexible strategies to alter the system and deal with the identified uncertainty drivers (e.g., [15] , [16] ). The last aspect is the flexible design evaluation, which aims to construct an appraisal mechanism to evaluate the generated flexible designs (e.g., [1] ). These four aspects of the research form the traditional flexibility management framework, which mainly works in the flexible design stage.
After flexibility has been designed in the system (i.e., using various approaches from the above four aspects), a set of flexible strategies is provided for decision-makers to deal with uncertainty. Even though the system is well-designed with flexibility, decision-makers are still unclear when and how to exercise the flexible strategies in response to a changing environment. This is an important problem in the operation stage, as a well-designed system will achieve a better lifecycle performance only if decision-makers choose the right strategies at the right time. As multiple sources of uncertainty evolve over time, decision-making becomes a challenge task. This paper aims to address the above challenge by proposing a new framework for flexibility management that extends the traditional framework with a flexibility exercising module. As shown in Fig. 1 , the proposed flexibility exercising module supports the system operation stage after a set of suitable flexible designs has been generated. As systems usually operate in complex and uncertain environments, decision-makers require heuristic rules to determine when it is appropriate to exercise the flexible design. Therefore, in this paper, an evolutionary rule-based approach is devised for exercising flexibility. In this work, the flexibility exercising problem is first formulated as a decision rule representation according to the outputs of the uncertainty analysis and the flexible design evaluation. A decision rule takes the inputs of multiple uncertainties and produces an optimal decision accordingly. Given there are many parameters in the decision rule, differential evolution (DE) algorithm is adopted to automatically calibrate the key parameters of the decision rule.
Using the calibrated decision rule, decision-makers can easily know how to adjust decisions during the system's long lifecycle according to the changing environment.
The key contributions of this paper are as follows. First, this paper extends the traditional flexibility management framework by considering the flexibility exercising problem. The extended framework provides a systematic way for decision-makers to manage flexibility in both the design and operation stages. Second, decision rules and the DE algorithm are used to support the flexibility excising problem. The proposed approach differs from other design methods (e.g., stochastic programming) by offering a decision rule rather than a fixed deployment plan. It compares favorably to other flexibility evaluation and management methods (e.g., the real option method) by directly emulating the decision-making process. Lastly, the extended framework is tested in an anaerobic digestion (AD) waste-to-energy (WTE) system. Such AD-based WTE systems are of great interest to many countries [17] . However, as they are a new technology, decision-makers are still unclear how to best deploy such a system over long periods of time. The extended framework can provide some useful insights.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The related work is presented in Section.2. The decision rule representation and calibration process are described and formalized in Section 3. The case study of the AD-based WTE system is illustrated in Section 4. Finally, the contributions and directions for future work are summarized in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK A. FLEXIBILITY IN ENGINEERING SYSTEMS
Trigeorgis suggested several generic flexible strategies for engineering systems: (1) defer capital investment, (2) phase deployment, (3) expand capacity, (4) abandon a project, and (5) switch production inputs and/or outputs [18] . VOLUME 6, 2018 By embedding such flexible strategies, decision-makers can adjust decisions and engineering systems can be pro-actively adapted and reconfigured as needed. Recently, various design theories and methodologies have been proposed to design flexibility in engineering systems. Such work mainly focuses on the following aspects: (1) developing novel approaches to generate flexible strategies in response to major uncertainty drivers [18] ; (2) identifying design enablers to clarify where to focus the design effort for flexibility [19] , [20] ; and (3) constructing an appraisal mechanism to quantify the benefits of designing flexibility [21] and support investment decisions [22] .
Most studies, however, assume that decision-makers know how to exercise flexibility (i.e., when it is appropriate to adjust decisions and how to implement flexibility). In practice, it may not be clear to decision-makers when to exercise flexibility, especially if a large number of design variables and various uncertainty scenarios must be considered. Many researchers now realize that how to exercise flexibility is an important and challenging task.
Motivated by this, our work aims to provide intuitive guidance for decision-makers on how to best exercise flexibility over time. We aim to extend the existing research by not only focusing on the system design stage, but also considering the system operation stage in the flexibility management process.
B. METHODOLOGIES FOR EXERCISING FLEXIBILITY
The current approaches used to assess the value of flexibility, such as real option analysis and simulations, provide some guidance on exercising flexibility in operations. In real option analysis, uncertainty paths can be modeled as a binomial lattice [13] . Decision-makers can then match the real situation and the state in the binomial lattice by fitting past historical data, allowing the future evolution of the uncertainty to be projected. Using a pre-defined recursive formula, a backward induction process can be applied under the projected uncertainty and decision-makers can select the best flexible strategy at each decision point based on the highest expected reward [18] .
The simulation technique provides another way to support the process of exercising flexibility. Using simulation, the stochastic scenarios and decisions enabled in a particular design are modeled explicitly. Usually, simulation technique was integrated using a decision rule, which is a function that takes observations of uncertainty data as input and generates decisions as output, that captures how decision-makers respond to an observed scenario [23] . de Neufville and Scholtes [24] used simulation and a manually defined decision rule to exercise capacity expansion flexibility for a parking garage. Cardin and Hu [25] used simulation and a decision rule to flexibly determine the capacity level for a WTE system. By using simulation and decision rules, it is possible to obtain a good approximation of the optimal solution, which is typically found based on complicated mathematical formulas (e.g., real option analysis).
Although these existing methodologies are effective for exercising flexibility, several important issues remain unaddressed. For example, real option analysis is not always intuitive for decision-makers as it relies on advanced mathematical concepts [26] . In addition, real option analysis requires the development of a multinomial lattice if two or more uncertainty drivers are being analyzed [27] . The curse of dimensionality may arise, which makes this approach difficult to use when complex systems and problems are being considered. The simulation technique usually integrates decision rules to exercise flexibility; however, decision rules are manually defined by experienced experts. Thus, suboptimal solutions may be generated in cases where it is impossible to manually identify the optimal settings due to multiple sources of uncertainty, design variables, and flexibility.
Motivated by these limitations of the existing methodologies, this paper aims to develop a novel approach for exercising flexibility. An evolutionary rule-based approach is proposed, with the goal of automatically searching a near optimal settings for decision rules in a large space. The proposed approach can be integrated in a traditional flexibility management framework to provide a systematic way to manage flexibility in both the design and operation stages.
III. DECISION RULE FORMULATION AND CALIBRATION
This paper addresses the following research question: ''how do we provide a solution that is intuitive for exercising flexibility in operations?'' In this section, the evolutionary rule-based approach is illustrated. The flexibility exercising problem is first formulated and represented using decision rules. The DE algorithm is further integrated so as to automatically calibrate the key parameters of the decision rules and yield the optimal rules for decision-makers.
A. DECISION RULE FORMULATION
During the lifecycle of a system, uncertain data ξ is revealed over time in a finite planning horizon = (1, . . . , T ). It is assumed that decisions can be adapted according to the observed uncertainty by exercising flexibility. Take a system with a flexible capacity expansion strategy as an example: the system has the option to adjust the capacity level d t depending on the realized uncertainty ξ available up to period t ∈ . Throughout this paper, we denote ξ t = (ξ 1t , . . . , ξ Nt ) as a vector representing multiple sources of uncertainty, where N is the number of uncertainty sources. In addition, we denote ξ [t] = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ t ) as a vector representing realized uncertainty data up to time t ∈ . Note that the time period t is also called the decision point in this paper.
The process for exercising flexibility is shown in Fig. 2 . It can also be formulated as a rule representation, as shown in (1) The input of the rule is the realized uncertainty data ξ [t] . By using the decision rule (1), a sequence of decisions
can be generated after decision-makers observe the realized uncertainty data during the planning horizon . We denote D as the set that includes all available decision options, d t ∈ D, t ∈ . C is the criterion. It is a vector representing multiple criteria for the observed uncertain data. Equation (1) demonstrates two types of decisions: one exercises flexibility to adjust decisions and the other maintains the status quo.
With such a decision rule, decision-makers can easily select a decision sequence d = {d 1 , d 2 . . . d T } by adjusting d t in period t in response to a changing environment. Different decision sequences may significantly affect the system's performance. Therefore, the objective here is to optimize the decision rule and help decision-makers select an optimal decision sequence, thereby maximizing system performance. More specifically, decision-makers can calibrate the decision rule's parameters (e.g., the threshold criteria C) to support the flexibility exercising process. Let δ represent a parameter vector for a decision rule. Denote = (δ 1 , . . . , δ M ) as the set of all possible parameter vectors, where M is the total number of vectors within set . The task here is to search for a parameter vector δ * , δ * ∈ , that can maximize the system's performance when using the parameter setting δ * to exercise flexibility.
B. DECISION RULE CALIBRATION
To deal with the above issues, we propose an evolutionary rule-based approach. This approach utilizes the DE algorithm to calibrate and select decision rule parameters δ from the almost indefinite number of such parameter combinations without valuing them exhaustively. The DE algorithm is a meta-heuristic optimization method that is good at finding approximate solutions for very large and non-convex problems [28] , [29] . It can also readily handle continuous space optimization [30] . Fig. 3 presents the flowchart of the decision rule evolutionary process. The proposed approach requires two important inputs: one is uncertainty and the other is flexible designs. Various sources of uncertainty can affect future system performance, such as changes in the environment and market. After identifying the key uncertainty drivers of the system, the behavior of uncertainty can be modeled in many ways, like random sampling from a distribution or stochastic process simulation, resulting in a large number of simulation scenarios. According to the key uncertainty drivers, flexible designs are determined using the traditional flexible management framework shown in Fig. 1 . For example, flexible designs like expanding capacity/abandoning a project can be embedded into the system in the early design stage, allowing the systems to be adjusted during operations. The details of how to generate suitable flexible designs are beyond the scope of this paper.
The objective of the evolutionary process is to calibrate the parameter vector δ of the decision rule. Fig. 3 shows that the evolutionary process starts with the initial decision rules, which are randomly generated by a computer in order to cover a diverse range of the search space. The size of the population is problem dependent. The initial decision rules are used to exercise flexibility along different uncertainty scenarios. This means that flexibility is exercised according to the guidance of the decision rule. The costs and benefits related to each scenario can be computed. By aggregating the costs and benefits, the value of a system design with a particular decision rule can be assessed. These values can indicate the fitness of the decision rule in the population. Usually, fitness is problem dependent. Besides economic performance, a variety of other fitness measures can be devised to indicate the quality of the decision rule, such as system efficiency and reliability. 3:
] //i is the index of the solution in population and M is the number of parameters to be evolved. 4: Step 1: Generate initial decision rules The pseudocode of the evolutionary process is described in Algorithm 1. It shows that if the fitness measure is not good enough, the initial random solutions (also called the target vectors) are updated using a mutation operation. To create a mutant vector, three distinct parameter vectors are selected from the current population. Next, the mutant vector is crossed with the target vector to develop trail vectors. Finally, the target vector or the trail vector with a better performance will survive and be selected in the new population. Therefore, the fitness status of the population either becomes better or remains the same. When either a satisfactory fitness or the maximum number of generations is reached, the algorithm terminates. The output of the approach is a near optimal solution that can guide decision-makers on how to exercise flexibility. The detailed DE evolutionary process can be referred to [31] and [32] .
IV. CASE STUDY
This section presents a comprehensive analysis of the proposed evolutionary rule-based approach in the deployment of an AD-based WTE system in Singapore. The goal of this case study is to show how to use the proposed approach to evolve decision rules and how to use the generated decision rule to support the flexibility exercising process.
A. PROBLEM ANALYSIS AND ASSUMPTIONS
Not only does AD technology reduce the amount of waste disposed of at landfills, it also has high efficiency in the energy recovery process [33] . Currently, there are plans to deploy AD technology in Singapore to alleviate the pressure of increasing waste generation and decreasing landfill space. In this case, food waste is treated at AD plants. If the capacity of the AD plant is insufficient to handle all food waste, the untreated feedstock will be transferred to an incineration plant and disposed of at a higher cost.
One flexible strategy-capacity expansion-is assumed to be embedded in the initial phase of the system. This means that the AD plant is designed with the ability to expand its capacity in a flexible manner as needed. Abandonment is not considered in this paper (i.e., the capacity is increasing monotonically). After the flexible strategy has been designed and embedded, to deal with any uncertainties and maximize the economic performance of the system over a lifespan of T years (T = 15 in this case), decision-makers should determine when it is the appropriate time to expand capacity and what capacity level should be expanded.
In this case, the amount of recycled food waste is modeled as the main uncertainty. Historical data on recycled food waste were originally obtained from the National Environment Agency annual reports in Singapore [34] . The amount of recycled food waste increased from 90 tonnes per day (tpd) in 2003 to 303 tpd in 2016. Historical data show that the amount of recycled food waste has a deterministic positive growth rate, but that the variation in each period is random. Based on this observation, the recycled food waste is suitable for being modeled using a standard GBM process:
variable ξ t represents the uncertainty in the amount of recycled food waste. In this case, we take 2016 as the base year, thus ξ 0 is assumed to be 303. The parameter µ represents the mean annual growth rate and σ represents the volatility. A regression analysis is performed on the historical data to estimate µ and σ . In this case, µ = 12.3% and σ = 16.3%. dt is a small time increment of one period, which is assumed to be 1 year. The random variable dW t captures the standard Wiener process, modeling the stochastic error at time t. It is sampled from a standard normal distribution N (0, 1). In this case, 5000 scenarios for 15 years are sampled as the input data for the evolutionary rule-based approach. The sample size was chosen to balance the need for good statistical support with a reasonable number of computations.
B. APPLYING THE EVOLUTIONARY RULE-BASED APPROACH
In this case, the following decision rule was embedded to exercise flexibility in capacity expansion: at the beginning of year t, IF the difference between the quantity of food waste disposed of in the last year ξ t−1 and the existing capacity x t−1 is higher than α, THEN expand the capacity by β until it reaches the upper bound of the capacity x max . Here, x t is the capacity installed in year t. α is the severity level of the capacity shortage in year t. When α is negative, it means that the AD plant should expand its capacity in advance to prevent a capacity shortage. When α is positive, it means that the AD plant should expand its capacity only when a level of α capacity shortage exists. β represents the capacity in each expansion, and x max is the maximum capacity that can be installed within the plant. According to the proposed approach, the corresponding decision rule is given in Fig. 4 . It shows that α, β, and x max are the key parameters of the decision rule. Table 1 lists the lower and upper bounds of the three parameters, which are set empirically. The decision rule is calibrated using Algorithm 1 within the lower and upper bounds. Different combinations of the three parameters generate different decision rules. Each combination denotes a chromosome in Algorithm 1. One hundred initial chromosomes (population size = 100) were randomly generated by a computer to cover a diverse range of the space. According to Algorithm 1, each chromosome should be assessed by a fitness function under uncertainty scenarios. The fitness value f of each chromosome can be determined using (3):
where K = 5000 is the number of uncertainty scenarios, T = 15 is the planning horizon of the AD plant, γ = 8% is the discount rate, p k t is the corresponding probability of each scenario, where p k t > 0,
represents the annual revenue in scenario k at year t, C k t represents the annual cost in scenario k at year t, I represents the initial development cost. R k t , C k t , and I can be calculated using (4)- (10):
Here, z k t = max(0, ξ k t − x k t ) represents the capacity shortage of AD plant, T f = 65/ton is the unit tipping fee [35] , E g = 230kwh/ton is the electricity generation rage [36] , [37] , E p = 0.27/kwh is the unit selling price for electricity [38] , D is the day per year (i.e., D = 365). In the cost functions, c k t−land presents land cost, c k t−om presents the operational and maintenance cost, c k t−exp presents the capacity expansion cost, and c k t−dis presents the cost for disposal of untreated waste and residues. π = 70% and τ = 5% are the purity rate and the residue rate respectively [39] , [40] , m = 816 is the unit land cost for installed capacity, n = 204 is the unit land cost for reserved capacity, c om = 10 is the operational and maintenance cost per unit capacity per day, h = 75 is the unit cost for disposing waste in the incineration plant. The assumptions for the land cost, operation and maintenance cost, and disposing cost are originally from [7] . s 1 = 2723455 and s 2 = 124279.9 are the coefficients in the cost function. Here, the initial development cost and VOLUME 6, 2018 expansion cost are approximated using a linear function based on reference [15] .
The fitness value f indicates the economic performance of the AD plant. Different decision rules may affect the installed capacity x t during the planning horizon, consequently affecting the economic performance of the AD plant.
C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The parameters of the DE algorithm were set as follows: population size = 100, mutation rate (S) = 0.5, and crossover rate (CR) = 0.9. As evolutionary algorithms are stochastic search algorithms that may generate different results in different runs, 20 independent runs were performed by the DE algorithm. The results show that the average fitness value increases as the generation increases. It also shows that the rate of increase in the fitness values slows down when the generation increases. From generation 50 to 100, the average best fitness value increased by 20.7 million. However, it did not significantly change when the generation was larger than 500. In this case, 500 generations was selected as the maximum in the following experiments to balance the need to optimize parameter vectors while also reducing computations. The AD-based WTE planning problem was formalized and solved using the evolutionary rule-based approach with 500 generations. The optimal decision rule was automatically calibrated and is given as follows: δ * = (α, β, x max ) = (7.2, 142.2, 979.4). This decision rule means: ''IF the amount of food waste is larger than the existing capacity by 7.2 tons per day (tpd), THEN expand the capacity by 142.2 tpd until the capacity reaches 979.4 tpd, ELSE do nothing''. The AD-based WTE system is expanded based on such a decision rule rather than a fixed capacity plan. By comparison, the AD-based WTE system is then assumed to start with a small capacity and then expand based on a fixed capacity plan. This planning problem was formalized using a two-stage stochastic programming model and solved by the CPLEX MIP Solver. The optimal fixed capacity plan was obtained and is given as follows: 350, 365, 423, 480, 546, 619, 786, 791, 791, 791, 791, 791, 791, 791, and 791. The fixed capacity plan represents that the AD-based WTE system starts with a capacity of 350 tpd and expands its capacity every year until it reaches a maximum capacity of 791tpd. Note that the decision rule model and the fixed planning model were solved under the same uncertainty assumptions.
An out-of-sample test was conducted to validate the performance of the decision rule and the fixed capacity plan. In each experiment, 5000 scenarios of uncertainty data were generated. The average expected net present value (ENPV) was calculated after running 10 replications. The ENPV of the design with the decision rule was 839 million, while the ENPV of the design with the fixed capacity plan was 597 million. This result shows that the design with the decision rule outperforms the design with the fixed capacity plan. This result also demonstrates that the evolutionary rule-based approach can effectively calibrate decision rules and improve the overall ENPV of systems.
2) SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
To further analyze how the settings of decision rule changed when major assumptions changed, we conducted a one-way sensitivity analysis. Table 2 shows the one-way sensitivity analysis of waste generation volatility when the interest rate is set at 8% (i.e., the base case). The results show an increase in volatility corresponding to an increase in threshold value α. When volatility increased from 10% to 30%, the threshold value α increased from −23.8 to 86.7 tpd. These statistics indicate that decision-makers are keen to delay capacity expansion (i.e., delay decision) if the volatility is high. Table 2 also shows that an increase in volatility leads to an increase in the expansion level β. A possible explanation is that higher volatility results in higher uncertainty of capacity shortage, which boosts the capacity expansion level to avoid capacity shortage. Table 3 shows the one-way sensitivity analysis of interest rate when the volatility was set at 16.3% (i.e., the base case). Note that an increase in interest rate leads to an increase in the threshold value α. If the interest rate is raised to 30%, the threshold value α is raised to 98.4 tpd. This is because a higher discount rate can reduce the present value of costs due to the deferral of investment. Therefore, the higher the discount rate, the more incentive to delay expansion. rate increased by 25%, the expansion level β and maximum capacity x max decreased by 35.6% and 23.9%, respectively.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an evolutionary rule-based framework to automatically calibrate decision rules to guide the flexibility exercising process. In the proposed framework, the problem of identifying optimal decision rules from flexible engineering systems is formulated. Next, an evolutionary framework based on differential evolution is developed to solve the problem. The proposed framework is tested through a WTE system with an uncertain waste amount. The results demonstrate that our framework can find the decision rules to exercise flexibility in a changing environment.
There are several interesting directions for future work. One is to extend the proposed framework to construct and calibrate a multi-decision model where decision-makers can utilize multiple types of flexible strategies. For example, in the WTE planning problem, decision-makers can not only expand the system capacity, but also temporarily shut down part of the system capacity according to the situation. The second direction is to extend the proposed framework to evolve both parameters and the form of the decision rule. In this paper, we assumed that the form of the decision rule was predetermined (i.e., the conditional-go decision rule). However, in some applications, information about the form of the decision rule is incomplete due to the complexities of the engineering system. Calibrating both parameters and the form of decision rule could be useful for achieving a better performance.
